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ABSTRACT
Based on the adaptation of grey forecast models on the new product, this paper considers
the influence of marketing on the demand, and establishes an improved grey model
GMM(1,1) based on the definition of marketing efforts flexible of new product, which is
compared with GM(1,1),GM(1,2), GM(0,2) and regression modelby theoretical analysis
and calculation to verify its feasibility and superiority. It is improved that GMM(1,1)can
be effectively applied in new productsdemand forecast when it is relative lack ofdata.
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INTRODUCTION
Market share of new products always has a great growth potential, however it isinfluenced
significantly by marketing in turn.In order to reduce risk, enterprises need to forecast new product
demand before making production or ordering decisions, which is considered one of the challenges
enterprises facing[1]. Various factors such as lack of historical sales data lead to a higher accuracy of
forecasts, which further leads to inventory redundancy or out of stock. Therefore, enterprises urgently
need appropriate new product demand forecasting methods. The traditional time-series methods and
causal regression analysis require a large amount of historical data[2, 3], thus, these traditional forecasting
methods are not suitable for new products.
Early scholars have noted the problem of data shortage in terms of new product demand
forecasting and proposed appropriate solutions. Morrison proposed an expansion model for unlisted
products, which uses three parameters: the long-term saturation level, turning point in the expansion
curve and delay factor. As per the study, not all of the sales curves are incremented before the turning
point, curve symmetrical features also needs further study[4]. Goldfisher and Chan proposed a forecasting
method using sales target, however, the result is not accurate enough because of relying on only three
periods’historical data[5]. Mclean and Wortham thought that prediction function could be replaced by
Taylor sequence, thus prediction becomes a sum of historical data and weights multiply, and the more
recent data the greater the weight, the smaller the contrary[6]. Since the new century, some scholarsuse
heuristic algorithms to solve new product forecasting problem with the support of decision support
systems. With the application of clustering and classification tools,Thomasseyproposeda decision
support systembased on neural network to solve product sales forecasting problems with lack of
historical data[7]. Chernetl proposed a sales forecasting system of new products, which includes model
selection module, model solving module, prediction module, etc. The results show that the system is
better than moving average method and involves in less subjective factors[8]. However, the model
assumes thatproducts of same type have the same sales mode and are applicable for the same model. In
practice, this assumption does not have the versatility.
Compared with other quantitative methods, grey prediction method can be effectively applied to
the case of less data. Chu and Liu applied Grey Model GM (1,1) to predict transport volume in China[9].
Li etl used trends and tracking technology to analyze sample behavior and extract potential information,
then applied the gray model to predict[10]. These methods are only suitable for monotonically increasing
or decreasing data, data fluctuationsandother influence factors are rarely considered.
This paper first summarizes the characteristics of new product demand, and then analyzes the
adaptability of grey prediction modelfor new product demand forecast. By defining marketing efforts
flexibility, this paper establishes a modified grey prediction modelGMM(1,1)based on marketing efforts
(GM based on Marketing Efforts, GMM), and compares the prediction results with regression prediction
model (Regression based on the Marketing Efforts, RM), GM(1,1), GM(1,2) and GM(0,2). The results
show that the proposed GMM(1,1) has a higher accuracy over other models and can effectively
solvenew product forecasting problems in terms of marketing efforts.
MODIFIED GREY DEMAND FORECASTING MODEL BASED ON MARKETING EFFORTS
Seeking law trough processing and sorting out raw data, grey model is suitable for the analysis
and prediction of scarce information. In addition,in the stage of introducing new products, demand
generally appears trend of monotonically increasing, while grey model performances well for predicting
monotonous sequence. Therefore, grey model is a feasible and effective methodto forecast demand of
new products.
There are several grey prediction models based on difference of forecast mechanisms. GM (1,1)
model is a widely used grey forecasting model, in which the two “1” respectively denotes a first-order
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eequationand a variable (ii.e., no indeppendent variiables); GM(1,N) modell is also called analysis model
m
or
f
factor
modell, in which “1” denotes a first-order equation andd “N” denottes N variablles (i.e., including N1 independennt variables and one deppendent variaable); GM(00, N) model is a0-order grey
g
model with N-1
independent variables deenoted by xi(1) , which is siimilar to thee linear regreession modell, however GM(0,
G
N)
m
model
needss accumulateed generatinng operation(AGO) for raw
r
data so that the raw
w data transsfers to a
m
more
regular incrementts curveto model,
m
thereefore, GM (0, N)overcoomes the deeficiency off a linear
r
regression
m
modelto
somee extent[11].
First,, this section
n introduces the GM (1,11) modelbrieefly, and thenn analyzes thhe limitationns of GM
(
(1,1)
model for new pro
oduct forecast. Next thenn, by defininng marketinng efforts facctor, a modiified GM
marketing efforts-- GMM
(
(1,1)
model considering
c
M (1.1) moddel is propossed.
Applicabilitty test of GM
A
M (1,1) for new
n product demand foorecasting
Let's assume thatt sequence yis
y affected by
b factor b, and it confoorms to
, in which
bjecting to a(-0.5,
a
0.5)uuniform disttribution. Annd the valuee of
is generated
g
is a randdomfactorsub
a
according
a TABLE of random numbers.
n
Leet
=8,
=3+ , inn which
subjects too a(-0.5,
distribution. Accordingly, we can generate
0
0.5)uniform
g
valuues of
raandomly andd make the following
f
a
analysis.
Lett the numberr of samples be 10, we caan generate values
v
of and
as shhown in TA
ABLE 1.
TABLE
E 1 : Sample list
l
variables
x
y

1
3.9
21.1

2
6.5
28.3

3
7.5
3
31.8

4
4.5
22.88

5
4.5
20.1

6
1.9
13.7

7
9
3
35.9

8
6.4
26.88

9
6.1
27.6

10
2
13.8

If wee apply GM
M(1,1) modeel to the orriginal sequeence, the prredicted vallue and the original
ssequence currve can be ob
btained as shhown in Figuure 1.

Figure 1 : Predicted
P
valu
ue and the origginal sequencee curve

F
Figure
2 : Perccentage of absoolute error
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The percentage
p
value
v
of absoolute error can be shownn in Figure 2,
2 it can be seen
s
that som
me errors
aare as high as
a 52%, thereforeGM (1,1) grey preddiction moddel does not performance
p
e well here. It can be
e
explained
byy two reasons: First, seequencey is a non-random sequencce, and it caan be know
wn by the
g
generation
p
process
thatt the sequennce is affeccted by facctor x;Seconnd,GM (1,1) is only based
b
on
a
accumulated
d generating operation,annd does not consider thee impact of factors
f
of seequence itsellf, and in
t case, thee information
this
n extraction of influencee factors is not enough.
Durinng the stage of putting on
o new produucts, typicallly companiees pay great efforts on marketing
m
t open the market,which
to
m
h has significant impact on sales of products.
p
Thhus, the errorr will be big if GM is
a
applied
directly to foreecast the deemand of new
n
productts. If the faactor of proomotion is removed
e
effectively
too get sequen
nce of actual demand, thee forecast ressults may bee better. Connsequently, thhis paper
p
proposes
a GMM
G
model based on marketing
m
efforts (nameely, a GM model
m
after removing prromotion
f
factor).
G
GMM
(1,1) model
c
w
with
the suppport of maarketing mixx for the
Markketing effortts areefforts made by companies
p
purpose
of reeaching salees goals, inclluding adverrtising strateegies, promootion strategiies, pricing strategies
s
a so on.Faast moving consumer
and
c
gooods (FMCG
G) is sensitive to promotiion and com
mpetition, whhich is an
important facctor that can
nnot be ignorred when preedicting. Diffferent prom
motional resources lead too ranging
s
sales,
while promotional
p
l resources plan
p is not a random variiable and has no specificc laws of tim
me, but in
t forecastinng process itt has a charaacter of dataa available. In addition,seeasonal featuures and hollidayscan
the
a cause raanges in salees, so it is im
also
mportant to remove salees caused byy difference of promotioon degree
b
before
the grrey forecast of
o FMCG saales.
Markketing efforttselasticitypuut forward in this papper refers too impact chhange magnnitude of
m
marketing
coosts on sales changes, whhich is denotted by ,

In the equation,

denotes marketing costs
c
of the ith period and
a

dennotes sales of
o the ith

p
period.
w
are doominated
Undeer normal cirrcumstancess, changes inn marketing costs are noon-random, which
b corporate marketing plan.
by
p
Sowe propose
p
a neew GMM (1,1) methodbbefore the greey predictionnin order
t get better prediction results,
to
r
nameely removinng marketingg efforts facttor before thhe grey foreccast. The
b
basic
steps arre:
(1) Calculate
C
the gray correlaation betweeen sales sequuence and marketing
m
effforts, then prroceed to
s 2if the correlation
step
c
iss high, otherw
wise apply GM
G (1,1) moodel directlyy.
(2) Calculate
C
the marketing efforts
e
elasticcity .
(3) Remove
R
the marketing
m
effforts impactts of each peeriod’s saless and generatte correctionn sales of
e
each
period.
(4) Take the correection sales sequence ass original datta and then execute
e
the GM
G model.
E
the grey
g
forecasst results a reverse
r
proceess of step (3)
( to obtainn the final predictive
p
(5) Execute
v
value.
Whenn new deman
nd data is geenerated, exeecute the forrecast processs after param
meters correction.
CASE
E ANALYSIIS
In ordder to validaate GMM model,
m
this seection takes actual sales data (withoout loss of geenerality,
t sales data are approx
the
ximated as demand)
d
of a new beverrage producttto do a casee study, and makes a
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ccomparison between prediction
p
results of GMM moodel and other
o
modeels, includinng RM,
G
GM(1,1),GM
M(1,2) and GM(0,2).
G
Prediction results
P
r
of GM
MM (1,1)
Analyyzing the saales data of the beveragge product, we
w find that fluctuationss in sales arre caused
m
mainly
by different marrketing efforrts during hoolidays. Saleespeak appeears in the holiday
h
periood, while
s
sales
through appears in the follow
wing periodd. One of thhe reasons is
i that the presence
p
of advance
p
purchase
durring holiday
ys and delaypphenomenonn of consum
mption. Holiddays can be judged accoording to
s
sales
experieence, historiical statisticcs, folklore etc. of simiilar productts. Through interviews with the
c
company,
thee ability to promote
p
saleesfrom low to
t high can be
b divided innto1,2,3 threee categoriess,where 1
r
represents
noo sales activ
vities. To deescribe the sales
s
slump phenomenon
p
n in the nexxt period of the posth
holiday,
the index
i
0.8 is introduced.
The processing
p
stteps of GMM
M are as folllows:
Calcuulate the averagesales when
w
the inndex equals 3, 2, 1, 0.88. Calculate the grey coorrelation
b
between
aveerage sales and
a marketinng capabilitiies, and the result is 0.77, proceed too step 2 for the grey
c
correlation
iss high.
Calcuulate the rate of changee in salesbetw
ween adjaceent indexes, assume a1 , a2 is averagee sales of
index 1,2 resspectively, th
hen the markketing effortts indictor when
w
taking index
i
2 mighht as well deenoted as
f
follows,

Nameely,

Simillarly, calculate the marrketing efforrts indictor when
w
takingg index 0.8 and 3, as shown
s
in
T
TABLE
2.
Remoove the impaact of markeeting efforts from each period’s saless and generaate correctionn sales of
e
each
period. For instancce, the forth period’s salles are 6091 boxes, and the promotiion ability iss level 2,
t
then
the corrrection sales is

The modified
m
seq
quence is sloower than thee original seqquence, as shown in Figgure 2.
T
Taking
correection sales of each perriod as the original
o
sequuence, execuute GM parrameter estim
mate and
f
forecast
withh the supportt of Matlab. Then executte the forecaast results a reverse
r
proceess of step (33).
TA
ABLE 2 : Aveerage productiion and mark
keting efforts in
ndictor of eacch promotion ability
a
level
proomotion abilitty level
Average produuction
marketing effo
forts indictor

0
0.8

1

2

3

3217.50

6954.41

8990.50

125552.33

0.29

0.40

-0.54
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Fig
gure 2 : Curvees of the origin
nal sequence and
a the modifiied sequence

In thee RM modell, take markeeting capabilityxas indeppendent variiables and deemandy as dependent
d
vvariables. Thhen the modeel can be exppressed as foollows,

In thee equation, x denotes sales capacity,

mated and
aree parameterss to be estim

denote

e
error.
Comparativve analysis of
C
o different prediction models
m
Calcuulate the anaalog value off GMM, RM
M, GM(1,1), GM(1,2)
G
andd GM(0,2) respectively when
w
the
d scale raanges from 4-20,
data
4
then caalculate the mean absoluute percentaage error(MA
APE) of eacch model,
a shown in Figure
as
F
3.

Figure 3 : The MAPE
E curves of GM
MM, RM and GM

The relative
r
errors of GM (11,2) are almoost all higheer than that of GMM. And
A relative errors of
G (0,2) aree almost alw
GM
ways the biggest. Under circumstancce of less daata, althoughh the relativee error of
R is also small,
RM
s
it is sttill larger thaan that of thhe GMM andd GM. And the gap incrreases along with the
increasing off sample num
mbers. The relative
r
erroor of GM hass high fluctuuations, whicch is higher than that
o GMM. Especially un
of
nder circumsstance of daata scale exxceeds 7 perriods, the reelative erroriincreases
c
constantly
w
while
fluctuattes. The relaative error off GMM is almost the sm
mallest of the five modeels except
w
when
the datta scale equals 6. And it
i has smalleer fluctuationns, which raanges from 0.1-0.2
0
and begins
b
to
r significaantly after 17
rise
7 periods.
It cann be conclu
ude that in the forecastting processs of less daata, the propposed modiffied grey
p
prediction
m
model
GMM (1,1) has beetter accuraccy over otheer models, annd can effecctively solvee the new
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product forecasting problem considering marketing efforts. There are two reasons: first, the grey
prediction method based on marketing effortsconsiders the randomness of the demand sequence, and has
strong adaptability when the historical data is not enough; second, the GMM model considers the
characteristics of FMCG itselfand takes fully advantage of marketing efforts and other information.
Therefore, better prediction results can be obtained if the grey forecast is executed after marketing
efforts factor removed.
CONCLUSIONS
Basing on analysis of demand characteristics of FMCG and review of new product forecast
methods, this paper analyzes the suitability of grey prediction model; concerning FMCG new product
prediction problem, this paper proposes the definition of marketing efforts and establishes a modified
GMM grey forecast model based on the definition, the research makes up the shortcoming of requiring
large amounts of historical data of the previous quantitative researches. And a case analysis shows that
when the time-series sequence has less samples and is influenced more significantly by external factors,
the forecast effect of GM is obviously not as good as RM, while the modified GMM model
performances better than RM, at the same time, the modified GMM model also performances better
thanGM (1,2) and GM (0,2) considering influence factors. In future studies, concerning the relationship
between marketing costsand sales, the research of GMM model can be combined with corporate
marketing decisionsthe perspective ofintegrated logistics management, which will improve the
performance of marketing efforts in business operations.
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